Specific frequency distribution of erythrocytic X-protein alleles in indigenous sheep populations in East Asia.
The nonhemoglobin erythrocytic X-protein polymorphism consisting of two phenotypes called X-positive [X(+)] and X-negative [X(-)] was determined in 576 unrelated healthy native sheep of East Asia, using one-dimensional and horizontal starch gel electrophoresis. A striking difference in the frequency of the X allele coding dominantly for the X(+) type between the northern and southern populations of native East Asian sheep divided by the boundary of the Himalaya Mountains was seen (P < 0.0001). The X allele frequency ranged from 0 to 0.0438 with an average of 0.0323 in the northern population examined, consisting of the Bhyanglung, Baruwal, Yunnan, and Khalkhas sheep belonging to the Tibetan and Mongolian sheep groups. In contrast, the frequency of the same allele was in the range of 0.2037-0.4655 and the mean frequency was 0.2998 in the southern population tested, consisting of the Bengal, Kagi, Lampuchhre, Vietnamese, and Myanmar sheep, which belong to the Indian sheep group. This finding suggests that the X allele appears to be an Indian sheep marker and is potentially important in phylogenetic studies on native sheep populations, especially in East Asia.